Uniform Shop

Uniform Shop: As was advertised last year, the school no longer supplies the uniform at the College.

The Cricket and Football Shop (CFS), Stuart Highway, Winnellie, is now the official provider of uniforms for O’Loughlin. Following some inquiries from a few parents, we wish to inform you that at present there is no new material for the uniform, this will be phased in over a period of time once the current stock and fabric have been used up. This could take up to 18 months.

Also, due to the shortage of some sizes (this was the College’s fault in not pre-ordering enough stock in the middle of last year) it could take up to 16 weeks for new stock to reach the shop.

In the meantime, the school gives permission for only those students who were not able to purchase the school polo shirt to wear their house sports polo shirt until the new stock arrives.

The Cricket & Football Shop will contact each individual who has placed an order by email or phone when these garments are available for collection. Below is the list of exhausted stock sizes:

- Polo Shirts: Unisex 8C, 10C, 12C & 14C
  Fitted Girls 10C, 12C, 14C, 16C & XS
- Sports Shorts: 8C, 10C & 12C

The Management of CFS wish to thank everyone for their patience and trust that they have provided good and friendly service since taking over the supply of our school uniforms.